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ABOUT
The sustainable designer solution for the bulk sale
of your dry products.
Don’t want to compromise on the quality of the products you’re selling? Opt
for global consistency within your store by choosing Zero Waste Dispenser,
designed in stainless steel and glass. Thanks to our dispensers’ elegant and
refined look, your store will gain in character by highlighting your products
and attracting quality-seeking clients.

Sustainable materials: stainless steel and glass
Did you know that our dispensers have a longer lifespan than we do? The materials they are made of are so durable that they can resist to shocks and time.

HIGHLY
resistant

Drop, the hanging model
Drop dispensers are compatible with a very
wide range of products:
Legumes (lentils, beans, chickpeas, split
peas, soybeans, ...)
Pasta
Cereals (rice, couscous, bulgur, quinoa, barley, millet, kamut, ...)
Oilseeds (walnuts, hazelnuts, peanuts, almonds, pistachios, cashews)
Cracker mixes
Muesli
Breakfast mixes
Breakfast cereals
Granola
Coffee beans
Seeds (squash, sunflower, chia, flax, ...)

Products

Tare weight: 7 kg
Capacity: 12,5 litres
Width: 150 mm
Height: 492 mm
Depth: 381 mm
The dimensions given here above are
Drop’s standard size. We also offer your
dispenser in customised sizes.

easy to use
Our dispensers are completely mechanical. The customer helps himself by simply setting off the lever.
The dispenser can be filled from the top, by lifting the cover and pouring the de-sired content. There is also
ample space on the label-holder at the front of the dispenser to show all the product’s necessary details or
relevant sales information. As for example, you could give cooking instructions or recipe ideas to highlight
a lesser-known product.

EASY TO CLEAN

Cleaning can be easily performed by hand. Furthermore, the dispensers are dishwasher safe; simply
disassemble their elements and place them separately in the washing appliance.

new format available soon!
Dig, the counter model
Ideal for sticky products (dates, raisins, caramelised pistachios, thyme
gums, ...) or milled products (flour, salt, shredded coconut, ...), Dig is
handled with scoops or kitchen tongs.
3 possible configurations:
single product
two products 1/2 + 1/2
two products 1/3 + 2/3

advantages
100% made in Belgium
Zero Waste Dispenser designs and develops its products alongside
highly qualified Belgian collaborators.

brussels
liege
Quentin Verstappen, founder.

Why choose Zero Waste Dispenser?
See your zero waste commitments through
Staying globally consistent in your waste reduction approach, all the way to shop fitting, is now possible!
Say no to plastic and earn the trust of an increasingly demanding customer base.
The stainless steel and glass’s strength guarantees long-lasting use without any alteration, an investment that
is part of a logic of sustainability and waste reduction.

Inert materials for quality food
None of our bulk dispensers contain any plastic. Made
entirely of stainless steel and glass, there is no risk of
food contamination whatsoever. Opting for Zero Waste
Dispenser means being ahead of food regulations.
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